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Misfortune for oldest name in travel business
Sigh of relief for others- Derivatives & it’s protective benefits

The Intuition Know-How Library consists several
tutorials related to this article:
•

INTUITION PUBLISHING PTE LIMITED
One of the oldest names in the travel business
has collapsed due to bad business decisions,
inability to adapt and integrate to new
technology for competing in this burgeoning
digital world of travel business.
This was not a sudden ‘out of the blue’
collapse, as they had been seeking help since
2011. Despite these clear signs, the airlines fail
to “transform”, thinking that reputation,
customer loyalty would shield them and now
paid the ultimate price.
The collapse of the 178 years old UK travel
agent is distinctly unpleasant for everyone
involved; more than 20,000 employees out of
job, 150,000 travelers stranded abroad, and
the share-holders and lenders facing severe
losses. On top of that, and now we have the
auditors involved under the scrutiny of
regulators.
There were some smiley faces when the news
of the complete failure of the company was
announced. Those who had bought insurance
in the form of Credit Default Swaps (CDS)
could finally have a sigh of relief. They would
finally pocket the payout owed.
Credit derivatives could be used as insurance
or for speculative purposes if trouble has been
seen. We should be aware there is no
guarantee of payouts. Payouts would only
trigger if certain factors occurred. It is
imperative to understand of all the legal
details and how these key factors would
trigger the default of swaps when dealing in
CDS, like any derivatives. These instruments
are extremely useful and a full understanding
of them is needed when trading them or
speaking to clients on their validity.
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Credit Derivatives- 7 Tutorials
o Credit Derivatives - An Introduction
o Credit Derivatives - Single-Name CDS
o Credit Derivatives - CDS Indices
o Credit Derivatives - CDS Valuation
o Credit Derivatives - CDS Documentation &
Settlement
o Credit Derivatives - Variations
o CDS Relative Value Trading – Scenario

For Intuition blended learning related to this
article, some of our popular workshops include:
Caption: Over 150,000 travelers left stranded aboard
when Thomas Cook, one of the oldest name in the UK
travel business collapsed.
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Credit Default Swaps & Credit Link Notes
Derivatives & Structured Products: Technical
Advisory Sales Skills .
Corporate Financing & Fintech – Debt Capital
Markets
Interest Rates, Yield Curves And Derivatives –
Sales & Risk
Changing Focus Of Risk – NFR, Digitilisation
And Fintech

The topics covered in Intuition Asia Perspectives are
current developments or topics currently in the market.
Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning solutions,
both eLearning and Instructor-led courses. These can
also be blended in a program to provide the most
effective form of learning. These workshops can be
structured as lunch & learns, webinars or full day
deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their workforce
updated with the latest developments in the market
and complete their mandatory CPD learning hours.
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Thomas Cook’s collapse shows perils of debt
derivatives – FT- 27Sep19
Thomas Cook missed the digitalization boat, and
suffered for it - Times- 27Sep19
Thomas Cook directors could have bonuses
seized, suggests. Guardian- 26Sep19
Thomas Cook's collapse could cost more than
£500million – Daily Mail-27Sep19
Spain's beaches deserted as thousands of Britons
return to UK after collapse – Express- 2Oct19
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Get in touch with your Intuition account manager at
asiainfo@intuition.com for more details
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A Trade War on Equities-Equity investors &
traders on red alert
Currency Manipulation or Plain Politics?
The Fallout from 1MDB

Download Asia Perspectives app to get
the latest article.
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